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Across  
    

1 Italian movie queen known for sultry, exotic 23 Enid Blyton or Eva Braun (initials) 

 roles such as Queen of Sheba in biblical epic 25 Body part in vertebrates connecting head to  

 by King Vidor (notable for torrid pagan orgy  torso (also synecdoche for life derived from   

 scene) and Esmeralda in Hunchback of Notre   reference to execution by hanging and point  

 Dame (with red dress, bare feet and goat)   of anatomical weakness) 

11 “I’ve been contemplating suicide” Punk-era  28 Simon Templar or Shirley Temper (initials) 

 classic by Roland S. Howard (with iconic 29 Pertaining to belief in a pantheon of gods  

 chorus)  rather than a single creator deity regarded  

12 Rupert Pupkin (initials)  widely as inferior 

13 Purveyor of delicious middle European food 32 Richards, Reed, Costello, Loomis 

14 Beverage associated with underage drinking 33 “Are you ready Steve? (Uh ha) Andy? (Yeah) 

17 Vivid imagination (initials)  Mick? (OK) Well alright fellas, let’s goooo!” 

18 The Undead (initials)  Glam-era UK rock band (Ballroom Blitz) 

19 Indian city and hi-tech hub (prior to official  34 Gustav Holst or Gigi Hadid (initials) 

 name change in 1978) 35 Fiancée of good son Aron in John Steinbeck’s 

20 Colourful German term meaning clamour,  East of Eden attracted secretly to bad brother 

 tumult or noisy confusion (also hangover)  Cal (James Dean) (played by Julie Harris in  

 associated with long-running comic strip by   1958 movie version by Elia Kazan) 

 Rudolph Dirks about exploits of mischievous  37 Mexican-period Luis Buñuel film about 

 brothers Hans und Fritz in Hearst press  insane sexual jealousy (released in US as This 

22 Case study of Sigmund Freud about child with  Strange Passion) (literally He in Spanish) 

 morbid fear of being bitten by a horse (traced  38 Needle case 

 by Freud to conflict resulting from desire to 40 Tiresome US sibling film-making team 

 supplant father as primary sexual partner of 41 Surreal object of search by crew of ten (all 

 mother and resultant fear and envy of adult   names starting with B) in nonsense poem by 

 genitals of rival)  Lewis Carrol (subtitled An Agony in 8 Fits) 
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Across (contd.)  
    

42 Person seized and held captive to compel  9 Form of modern-day warfare regarded as  

 another party to meet certain demands under  high impact with low risk 

 threat of harm on expiration of ultimatum 10 Faceless functionaries enacting agenda of 

 (Lufthansa Flight 181, Lufthansa Flight 615,   ruling elite 

 Lufthansa Flight 649, Munich etc.) 15 Faceless functionaries of financial industry  

43 Multi-millionaire Egyptian businessman/film  16 Pervasive movement in modern architecture  

 producer/playboy killed to prevent Muslim   since decline of international style of mid-20th  

 half-sibling of heir to English throne (in  century (witty abbreviation) 

 controversial view of heartbroken father) 18 Inviolable religious doctrines  
 

Down 
20 Meat or potato dumplings eaten with chicken  

 soup in Ashkenazi households on Rosh  

1 Psychedelic hallucinogen associated with   Shoshana and Purim 

 Timothy Leary and Bert Newton in 60s 21 Amusingly unconventional and idiosyncratic  

2 Broadway musical about private life of Adolf 24 Mistake, esp. a trivial one (3, 3) 

 Hitler (fictional) (2!-3) 26 Haul, even, over, Howard 

3 Predatory, nocturnal, sexually wanton female  27 Stuffy, provincial seaside resort in north west  

 demon regarded in some Jewish traditions as   Belgium and life-long home of James Ensor 

 first wife of Adam 28 Legendary hero of northern myth cycle known 

4 56 (Roman numerals)  for forging sword, killing dragon and violent  

5 Oh! Eva (initials)   death resulting from romantic imbroglio  

6 German city (translated as Brunswick)  involving Kriemhild and Brunhild 

7 Australian organization known primarily for  30 Entices with malevolent intent 

 pokies and conservative views of outspoken,  31 Irish eyes (initials) 

 long-serving president of Victorian branch  36 Insect enlarged to colossal proportions after  

 (“I don't remember a single poofter from   nuclear tests in New Mexico in seminal 1954 

 World War II” etc.)  classic of “big bug” genre Them! 

8 Pervasive air of melancholy or sadness 39 Nameless, eternal, natural order of universe  
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